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Because of the representation theory of IX. Gelfand, the study of 
C*-algebras may be regarded as an extension of the study of spaces C,(m 
consisting of all those continuous complex-valued functions (on a locally 
compact Hausdorff space X) which vanish at 00~ There is a relatively 
young school of topology in which the classic& topological and uniform 
spaces have been replaced, as the principal object of study, by more 
general “convergence” and “Cauchy” spaces. Hn recent years, some nrem- 
bers of this school have diiected their attentidsn to convergence structures 
on fa:milies of continuous functions which arc induced by the “conver- 
gence;” or “Cauchy” structure on the dcmain of the functions. It is the 
aim of the present paper to apply some of these novel topological no- 
tions of conver&ence to non-commutative C*-algebras. 
In particular, we shall show that, on bounded sets, the convergence 
structure of the quasi-strict opology of a C*-algejbra B is precisely the 
continuous Cauchy structure induced by a natural Cauchy structure on 
the spectrum of B. 
Throughout this paper, 2? wili be a fixed, but arbitrary C*-algebra. The 
enveloping von Neumann algebra of .i? will be denoted by W(B). T’6e 
sets of positive elements of B and VN(B) will be denoted by B’ and 
VI+!(B)’ respectively. An element CI of WV(B) will be called a qocasi- 
mutt@tier on B if, for all 6, c E B, bat is in B as well; we write (JO 
for the set <If all such. Since 
3 
bat = c $i’[(c + iib*)“a(c + ijb)], 
i=o 
it follows that CI E VN(@ is in 
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pd(a) = Ild”adll for all a E QM(B)). A net {aa) in QM(B) converges to a 
in QM(B) in the quasi-strict opology if and only if 
for all b, c E B. The set QM(B) -was introduced by Akemann and I 
sen in [3] and, for a number of purposes, it seems to possess advantages 
over the multiplier algebra of B. 
?,phe set of extreme points in the intersection of B’+ with the unit ball 
of B’ will be written as sp(B). It is well-known that sp(B) separates points 
of B. It is frequently endowed with the relativized weak-*topology 
o(B’, B), We will nevertheless treat its topological nature somewhat dif- 
ferently. 
Let X be a set and {x&LEA and @$flEB be two nets in X. Let a17 be the 
set {O,l} and let its po*wer set be its direction. For each (a,b,c) in the pro- 
duct directed set A X B X C, let 
‘Ca,b,c)= 
% ifc=O, 
yb ifc = 1. 
The net (~~1~~~ x B x c will be called the staggered net corresponding to 
( 1 
- - 
x, aEA and Cyp)BfB. Thlr: net {x&~ will be said to be cofinul in 
CyP}BEB if, for each PO E B, {x,J,~~ is frequently in Cv, : 0 > PO, fl E B). 
A set X and a class N of nz’1.s in X is called a Gzuchy (net) convergence 
.gpace if ,the following hold: ., 
(i) each net in X of which the image is a singleton is in N; 
(ii) subrlets of elements of N are in N; 
(iii) if two nets in N are’ coflnal in one another, the staggered net is in N. 
If a Cauchy space (X,N) satisfies the following property, it is said to be 
pseudo-topological: 
(iv) a net in X, every subnet of which has some element of N as a sub- 
net of itself, is in N. 
If {x,1 is a net in a Cauchy space (J&N) and x E X is the range of a second 
nlet such1 that the staggered net is an element of N, then we write 
limx, =x 
O! 
ahd say that x is the limit of&.& 
tlhen (X,N) is said to be complete. 
If every element 
he elements of N are said to be 
function from one Cauchy space in’o another is said to be Cauchy 
m2tinuoras if it preserves auchy nets. T’h: family of all complex-valued 
Cauchy continuous funct ns of a Cauchy space (,X,N’) is denoted by 
= &X,AQ. Let fi denote the class of all nets va}olcA in c(X) such 
that, whenever (xs) is a Cauchy net in X, then ~&r))~~ BjEA xB is a 
Cauchy net of complex numbers. It was shown in [ 9, X);oposition 1.33 
that @(X)$3 constitutes a complete Cauchy space: fi is called the COG- 
tenuous Clwhy structure on e(X). For each x G X, the mapIping ix on 
C(X), defined by & v) = f$.x) for all fE e(X), is in &e(X)). It follows 
directly from the efinition of fi that the map i thus defined from (X,M) 
into &&X)&) is Cauchy continuous. If the inverse of i is also Cauchy 
continuous, then (X9 C) is said to be &mbedded. The Cauchy subspaz! 
H6m e(X) of &?(X)), consisting of tha: functions in &&X)) which are 
algebra homomorphisms, isa complete, pseudo-topologisal Cauchy space 
19, Corollary 1 A]. If X is &embedded, then i(X) is dense in Horn e(X) 
(i.e., each x,~ Horn c(X) is the limit of some net Ii,,}, where 1x3 is 
Cauchy in J?), and so Horn e(X) may be viewed as a ccartonkal compZe- 
tion of X. 
For much more information concerning Cauehy spaces and convex- 
gence spaces (i.e., complete Cauchy spaces), the reader is directed to 181, 
[4] and [9]. 
1. Examples In any given uniform space, the class of all Cauchy nets 
(with respect o the uniform structure) constitutes a Cauchy structure. 
If Y is a subset of a topological space X, then the ciass of all nets in Y 
which are convergent in X is a Cauchy structure: if IY = X, then it is 
complete. 
If X is a topological space with its natural convergence structure, 
then c(X) is the family of all complex-valued continuous functions on 
AE If X is also locally compact, then the continuous convergence struc- 
ture of 6(X) is just the family of nets in &X) convelrgent tith respect 
to the compact-open topology. 
If X is locally compact, C,,(X) denotes the family of all bounded 
functions in e(X), and C,,(X) denotes the family of all fun&ions in 
&(X) which vanish at infinity, then we may regard 
and C,&‘) as the corresponding family of 
strict topology on c’,d(;ll) coincides, on bout 
pact-open topology. Thus, the result quoted 
may be expressed b
form norm) sets of 
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sists of the nets convergent in the strict, topology. It is 8rne of the goals 
of this paper to extend this result o arbitrary C*-algebras. 
e let X be a complete unifurm qace, Pa dense subspace, 
and let both bear their natural Chchy stmctwm. Let F be a family uf 
con tinuuus functions on X and p the mapping GA F which restricts each 
erein tu Y. men iAe cQnHnu0us convergencjf: structure on 
mage by q3 of the continuous convergence structure on P. 
oof. That the fiist class contains the second Ic trivial. We shall prove 
the reverse inclusion. Let cfa)aEp be any net in F such that {(pcf,)) is a 
Cauchy net. Let {xa)sEQ be a Cauchy net in x. For each p E Q, choose 
a net CYl&@zC(@) in Y which converges to x8. Let E be t product direc- 
ted. set Q X II@,, C(p) and, for each (&la) E E, let ~~~~~ = y: ,. 
a limit for {@ in X. I3y [ 10, Theorem 4, p. 691, it follows t % kt the net 
@(&47))rs,*jEE converges tox. Hence it is a Cauchy net in Y and so 
cfa(~~~,~))}~~,(~,~~~~~~~ is a Cauchy net of complex numbers and has 
some limit w. Let e be any positive number. Choose 6 E Q, 
0’ E IIBEQ C(p), and 41’ EZ P such that 
for each o> ar’, /3 :, i’, and 0 > (J’. Fix a > Q’ and fi > 0’. Choose 
y > a’,@) in G(o) such that 
Let o be greater than a’ and such that o(@) = y. We have 
< Iw -f,(z(# .)I + 42 < e* 
I; means that If,($)} converges tow and so is Cauchy. C 
e unit b& Ill of B is dense in the unit ball 
ore, if Uw is the uniformity determined 
i-norms which in&xes the quasi-st,n’ct opology, 
-c0rszplete. 
ave 
This proves that the net (UJZU~} in B converges to LI in the quasi-strict 
topology. 
We shall now iden:ify WV(B) with the weak operator closure of the 
image of the uni_Jersal rep.resentation bf B; tl&t is, W(B) will be a 
famtiy of bounded linear operators on the universal representation 
space H of B. It is a consequence of the Cohen-Hewitt-Fig6 Talamimc;a 
Factorization Theorem for Banach modules that, if o and 13 are vectors 
in H, then there exist b, c E B and fS t E H such that o = Ib$ and q = cc. 
Thus, if U, q, 5, #, b and E are as in the preceding sIentence, and if tar,) 
is a WCauchy net in QM(a),, then 
It follows that (8,) iq Cauchy in the weak oberator topology. Since the 
unit ball of X(H) is compact, it follows that {aa] possesses a limilt a in 
S(H) Since each a, is in VN(B), ok is in VN(B). We shall show that e3 k 
i.n QIti(B)l and complete the ;proof that QM(B)l is Uw-completeSb 
Fix b and c in B. Since {u,] is U-Cauchy, the net {ba,c) is Caolchy in 
B and so has some limit d in B. For each e3 and q in H, we have 
(dw,q) = lim ((baa&,@ = lim &,(cu), b”a)> 
a a 
This proves that d = bat and so {ba,c} converges to 
bat in B. Since b and c were arbitrary elements o 
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tive functionals !n the dual 3’ of .B will be denoted by 
the restriction to B of preci one element f” of the 
11-known, all the e 
anner an6 th 
isometry whereby t element 3of 
tive normal linear functionals on 
fwFletX= l(B)l,Y=B,,andF=Cfvlx 
eorems 2 and 3 te s that, if u&} is any net in s 
ing are equivalent: 
(i) ~JJ,)} is Cauchy for each UWCauchy net {x& in B, ; 
(ii) E(x&} is Cauchy for $zach net {xs> in ek@)r which is convergent 
trict topology. 
is commutative, then the strict topology on B, corresponds to 
-open topology on the Gelfand trans rms. Since sp(B) is 
vely co_mpact in this case, it is not di.ffkult to see that iij 
and (ii) lare then equivalent o 
(iii) lim, for = fin a(B’,B) for some fE sp(B). 
11 denote the class of nets in s@(B) which satisfy 
It is not difficult to see that A(B) is a Cauchy 
structure on s hall obtain in the sequel a more concrete char- 
acterization. 
shall have use for the topology av(B’,B) on B’. It is the coarsest 
topology on B’ which is finer than both o(B’,‘B) and the topology of 
convergence 0f norms. It is net a locally convex topology. 
be my minim2 approximate identity iti B such that 
dex l~. Let cfs> be a net in B’ which ov(B’,B)-converges 
n, for each E > 0, there exist indices a and PO such 
ram [11,3.2 and its analogous 
‘t indices it and f10 such that 
- z)l)/i!zll G 42, 
.._ -_ 
. 1y1 non /Strict t@po#k~gy an 255 
+ (v;lcx,Y -Y31 + lf"~~aY - y)l)/Ilyll 
6. a. Let j&J and f be as in Lemmg 5.117rer2, for each y E 
we have lim, q(y) = f”(y). 
roof. Let {x,) be +ss in Lemma. 5. For each y E Q a& each in+j $x 
cy, we have 
56 lp:~ -fyy)l= 
lp 
Let (fp, be a net in 19” with a ov(B’,BjMmit fin B’. Let .:pzT) 
be a bounded net in QM(B) such that lim, Ilca,c”‘- cm” I[ = 0 for so iwe 
a E QM(B) md ail c E B. Then 
t {x,1 be as in Lemma 5. Let r be the nu:mber sup, I&II. 
x QI, we have, by Lemma 6, 
1% Ifu(a 
B,r @ y 
) - fv(jz)l= 
= lim tfu((u 
8/Y @ y 
--Q) -x$& -a)x#.J -q(XJ(zT --Q 
by the hypothesis for {a,). By Lemma 5, this last quantity can be ren- 
dered arbitrarily small. U 
orem. Let ua} be a net in sp(B). Tkn &} is a member of A(B) if 
iv if there is some f E B’ such tha Ua} av(B’,B)-convergm to f: 
oaf. Suppose first that there exists a gu(B’,B)Aimit f E B’ of &}. Then 
Theorem 7 implies that cfol) is in A(B). 
Now suppose that ua} is in A(B). In particular, uJx:l> is a Cauchy net 
for each x E B and so there exists some f E B’ which is a o(B’,B)-limit of 
U,,L kt #s) be a minimal appr&mate identity for B and write ti for the 
identity zlement of WY(B). Then ($} converges to u in the quasi-strict 
topology and cf,(b,)} in Cauchy; let w be its limit. Let e be any positive 
number and choose Al’ and $ such that 
(1) &(b,> - WI c 42 
for all a! > cy’ and p > 6’. Fix a0 greater than QL’. Theorem 7 implies that 
there is so:me p> 6 such that 
It follows that e > c,(u) - WI = 11 - WI and so w = 1 a Now fix J’$ 
greater than /IS’ and choose cu > QI’ such that 
This with (1) implies that 
e :> flb#,) - WI = 3qba,) -- II. 
la~t IlfiI G 1 is evident. 
It is not difficult to see from coreifb 8 that t 
tion of s ) can be identified with thz 
ssio or exh LS E ), define the line UT o,pera- 
) t;ry letting . 
rJx) = a-ml 
Note that B is ultra-strongly dense in VN(B) [ 5,1.3.4], that t’ le pre- 
dual of VN(B) consists precisely of the ultra-strongly continuou 5 linear 
functionals of W(B) [ $1.3-3 1, an.d that each 7 is an ultra-stroni gly con- 
tinuous linear operator on W(B) [ 5,1.3.1]. All this implies tham , for 
any f~ 13” and a E VN(B), 
where u is the multiplicative identity in VN(B) 
There is a natural partial ordering on VN(J1): we write Q! < b j t‘ 
b - a E WY(B)+. For each CE VN(B)+, the operator T& is order-11 trcs~rrv- 
ing [4,1.6.S]. If a < b in W(B)+ andfe Bf+; then 
10. h?ma. Fb; b E & define the function Lp’b on B” by betting 
f E B? Xhm q, is continuozu: on bounded subsets of B’+ wkw the 
domain bears the topology cr(B’, B) and the range the topology tl t)(i’3”, B). 
f. Let ua} be a bounded subset of B’+ with a u(E’, B)-limit 1’ 1 Wer, have 
\iIp&?‘i) = IIf’ rbil = fib-b:, = iim f,(b”b) ar ’ 
. Let a be an element of the u 
itive number, Jet {xa)gEM. be a net in 1 and &$ a net in (B’+)l, both 
defined on the same directed set and succt h;zt 
for each index & ‘Tkn 
convergent net hi, ,I) $2 
such that - 
exists a subnet t 
both defined m the 
for each index QC. 
‘. Let {Qbe a sequence in B+ n B, which is increasing and is su.ch 
that 
IIa”x,a - a-all K 2-(2**2)e 
for each n. 
Fix temporarily an index p and a positive integer n. The Krein-Mtian 
Theorem implies that there exists a net 
1 
I TfZG 
which o(B’,B)-converges tof, 0 TV and is such that, for each 7 and each 
RG = 1, 2, .s., m(r), 
WY) 
z ($ r = II& O 7,11, 
jr1 9 
Q y 3 0, I 
where, for all j and k, 
$3 s’k E SPlA), . 
which implies that 
We now release I and write h, as 
where, for each j, 
We have 
Assume that, for eachj = 1,2, ..0, p, 
an absurdity. This means that, for some j, Ip(xa)l 3 42, 
g@,., for this pi and note that 
for all 2 = 1, 2, . . . . a. 
We now release /3 and n. Let N be the directed set of positive integers 
and consider the net (gp,n} over the product directed set IV X N. Since 
(B”)r is o(B’,B)-compact, here exists a subnet &o,u(t)) of kfl J which 
c@‘,B)-converges to some g E B’+ 
for each f, 
. Then {x& is a subnet of &,J and, 
Furthermore, for each n E u(c) is eventually grcazer than n and so 
eventually 
Ii follows that, for each n, g(x,) > 1 - 1 /n and so llgll = 1. This means 
} a@‘,B)-converges to g. Let (g,} be the net {gttr) “(*)) and 
the net ~~~~~$ 0 
7 
1 . By the continuous convergence structure on 
shall mean the convergence strucfwe induced on (B) by v&wing it 
as w subspace of . Let (y } be a bounded.net in QM(B) 
en the ollowlng are equivalent stute- ? 
lies (ii) rollows from 
assume that (i) 
or each index 13, 
By Lemma 11, there exists a ulr(B’,B)-convergenl 
subnet (x,(,)) of fx& such that 
et &J in sp(P) an d a 
for each index it. From (ii) it is evident ,that 
But these two statements are incompatible. It follows that (ii) implie I
(I). CJ 
13. Remark. It may be objected that, rather than QM(B), a more nat tral 
setting for the theory introduced in this paper would be the set M(B) of 
all (Z-sided) multipliers on B or the aet LM(& of all left multipliers o ! 
i3. One answer to this objection is th$at the author has been unable to 
push through the theory for either M(&I or LM(J3). 
Another answer is that, in time, it may turn out that QM(B) is the 
more useful entity. Akemann and Pedersen in [ 31 have characterized 
QM(B) as the family of all elements of W(.B) o(&!?)-continuous on 
the s)ta.te space S = CfE B’+ : ll,fll = 1). Since the topologies o(B’,B) an fr 
ov(B’,B) coincide on S, Theorem 7 implies the following: 
14. Thearem. T!ze set QM(B) is @SF the farnib of d! cn@‘, B)conth - 
ous ele?;Wxi Fs ojf VN(B) (viewed as a fami& o)-functions on B’). 
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